Carleson and vanishing Carleson measures for Besov spaces on the unit ball of C N are characterized in terms of Berezin transforms and Bergman-metric balls. The measures are defined via natural imbeddings of Besov spaces into Lebesgue classes by certain combinations of radial derivatives. Membership in Schatten classes of the imbeddings is considered too. Some Carleson measures are not finite, but the results extend and provide new insight to those known for weighted Bergman spaces. Special cases pertain to Arveson and Dirichlet spaces, and a unified view with the usual Hardy-space Carleson measures is presented by letting the order of the radial derivatives tend to 0. Weak convergence in Besov spaces is also characterized, and weakly 0-convergent families are exhibited. Applications are given to separated sequences, operators of Forelli-Rudin type, gap series, characterizations of weighted Bloch, Lipschitz, and growth spaces, inequalities of Fejér-Riesz and Hardy-Littlewood type, and integration operators of Cesàro type.
Introduction
We let B be the unit ball of C N and H (B) the space of holomorphic functions on B. When N = 1, we have the unit disc D. Unless otherwise specified, our main parameters and their range of values are q ∈ R, 0 < p < ∞, s∈ R, t∈ R, 0 < r < ∞;
and given q and p, we often choose t to satisfy q + pt > −1.
Let ν be the volume measure on B normalized with ν(B) = 1. We define on B also the measures
which are finite only for q > −1, where |z| 2 = z, z and z, w = z 1 w 1 + · · · + z N w N . The corresponding Lebesgue classes are L p q . We also let dμ q (z) = (1 − |z| 2 ) q dμ(z) for a general measure μ on B.
Consider the linear transformation I t s defined for f ∈ H (B) by Now we are ready to state our main result. Here, the b(w, r) is the ball in the Bergman metric with center w ∈ B and radius r, and an r-lattice is defined by Lemma 2.5. As is commonly used, C is a finite positive constant whose value might be different at each occurrence. The context makes it clear what each C depends on, but C never depends on the functions in the formula in which it appears. (ii) There is a C such that if {a n } is an r-lattice in B, then sup n∈N μ(b(a n , r)) ν q (b(a n , r)) C.
(iii) There is a C such that if t satisfies (1) , then [14, Theorem 2.36] for N = 1. But it is possible to take t = 0 also with q > −1 as long as t satisfies (1) [27] and its references, and [13] . On the other hand, descriptions of Carleson measures defined using the inclusion map on Besov spaces are limited to certain values of q and p and to N = 1. For example, q = −(N + 1) = −2 in [5] although their Besov spaces are defined with a more general weight than 1 − |z| 2 . In other places, the equivalent conditions are not uniform over the values of q, p considered; for example, see [36] for q + p > −1 with N = 1.
It is still possible to strengthen the characterization of q-Carleson measures by relaxing their dependence on Besov spaces and weakening the condition in Theorem 1.3(iv) after a relabeling of the parameters. The following result seems to be new in its generality also for Bergman-space Carleson measures and even in the most classical case q = 0. Recalling that ν q is the model q-Carleson measure and in view of [32, Proposition 1.4.10], its conditions are as natural as can be hoped for. 
is bounded for some real α, β, and q, then μ is a q-Carleson measure. If μ is a q-Carleson measure, α > 0, and β + q > −1, then U α,β,q μ is bounded on B.
The idea of this theorem leads to a characterization of Hardy-space Carleson measures which also seems new in its generality. Some of the results in this paper have been announced in [24] . All our results are valid when s and t are complex numbers too; we just need to replace them with their real parts in inequalities as done in [17, 23] .
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is in Section 5 along with a discussion of related Berezin transforms. The little oh version of this theorem that connects the compactness of I t s to vanishing Carleson measures is Theorem 5.3. This section contains also the proof of Theorem 1.5 and its little oh version. An immediate application is given to separated sequences in B. We further give equivalent conditions for the imbedding I t s : B 2 q → L 2 (μ) to belong to the Schatten ideal S c with c 2 in Theorem 5.12. Compact operators require a characterization of ultraweak convergence in Besov spaces which is in Section 4. We next give examples of ultraweakly convergent families in Besov spaces in Example 4.7 that are instrumental in the proof of the implication (iii) ⇒ (iv) of Theorem 1.3. We gather some basic facts about Bergman geometry in Section 2, and review Besov spaces in Section 3. Later in Section 6, we show how the Hardy-space Carleson measures come into the picture as the order t of the derivative D t s tends to 0 when q = −1. The proof of Theorem 1.6 is also here.
The remaining sections are for applications. In Section 7, we apply Theorem 1.5 to an analysis of integral operators on L ∞ inspired by Forelli-Rudin estimates. In Section 8, we characterize functions in weighted Bloch and little Bloch spaces B α and B α 0 for all α ∈ R, which include the Lipschitz classes and the growth spaces. In Section 9, we develop a finiteness criterion for positive Borel measures imbedding Bloch spaces into Lebesgue classes using I t s , and we construct Carleson measures from functions in Besov spaces, using gap series for both. In Section 10, we generalize to Besov spaces two classical inequalities of Fejér-Riesz and Hardy-Littlewood for Hardy spaces, which are reobtained in a limiting case. In Section 11, we investigate integration operators companion to a Cesàro-type operator.
As for notation, if X is a set, then X denotes its closure and ∂X its boundary. The surface measure on ∂B is denoted σ and normalized with σ (∂B) = 1. Bounded measurable and bounded holomorphic functions on B are denoted by L ∞ and H ∞ , and
We let C be the space of continuous functions on B and C 0 its subspace whose members vanish on ∂B.
We use the convenient Pochhammer symbol defined by
when x and x + y are off the pole set −N of the gamma function . For fixed x, y, Stirling formula gives
where x ∼ y means that |x/y| is bounded above and below by two positive constants that are independent of any parameter present (c here). We use multi-index notation in which
N , and 0 0 = 1.
Bergman geometry
We collect here some standard facts on balls in the Bergman metric, and prove some subharmonicity results with respect to these balls.
The biholomorphic automorphism group Aut(B) of the ball is generated by unitary mappings of C n and the involutive Möbius transformations ϕ a that exchange 0 and a ∈ B. A most useful property of ϕ a is
the real Jacobian of the transformation w = ϕ a (z) is
see [32, Section 2.2] . The Bergman metric on B is
where
is the pseudohyperbolic metric on B. These metrics are invariant under the automorphisms of B; that is,
The balls centered at w of radius r in the Bergman (hyperbolic), pseudohyperbolic, and Euclidean metrics are denoted by b(w, r), b ψ (w, r), and b e (w, r), respectively. A pseudohyperbolic ball is a Bergman ball rescaled by the hyperbolic tangent, and a Euclidean ball is a pseudohyperbolic ball translated by an automorphism of B, as explicitly displayed by the relations Proof. If z j ∈ b(w, r), then z j = ϕ w (v j ) for some v j with |v j | < tanh r for j = 1, 2 by (6). Then
because the other factors are ∼ 1 since |v j | < tanh r tanh r 1 , j = 1, 2. 2 Lemma 2.2. Given q and r 1 > 0, we have
Proof. Computing using (6), (4) , and (5),
The last integral is equivalent to 1 since tanh r tanh r 1 
(ii) {a n } is separated with separation constant r/2; (iii) any point in B belongs to at most M of the balls b(a n , 2r).
It is common to use Carleson windows in theorems and proofs on Carleson measures. These windows are extensions to D of arcs on ∂D, and their higher-dimensional generalizations. The arcs are the balls of the natural metric on ∂D, which is the natural domain for the Hardy spaces. However, when considering Bergman or Besov spaces on D and especially on B, it is much more natural to use balls of the relevant metric, which is the Bergman metric. Certain details of proofs using Carleson windows involve a decomposition of D into windows that get smaller as they get closer to ∂D. As a matter of fact, they do so in such a way that their size in the Bergman metric remain roughly fixed. In Lemma 2.5 instead, we use a decomposition of B into balls of a fixed radius that does the same job in a much less complicated manner.
Lastly we obtain two generalized subharmonicity properties with respect to each of the measures ν Q on Bergman balls. The proofs given in [42] for Q = 0 work equally well for other Q too. A final use of Jensen inequality in the second extends the result to p = 1. 
Besov spaces
There are several different ways to define Besov spaces on B. All require one kind of derivative or another, but the easiest one to use is the radial derivative. The particular description started in [22] and continued in [23] suits best our interests. We review their relevant points here. Another major source of information is [11] 
What is important is that
for any s, t. It turns out that each D t s is a continuous invertible operator of order t on H (B) with two-sided inverse
Other useful properties are that D 0 s is the identity for any s, (9) with s, t satisfying (1) with p = 2. Each B 2 q space is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with reproducing kernel [2, 6] ), and B 2 −(N +1) the classical Dirichlet space D, the last due to the fact that
Monomials {z λ } form a dense orthogonal set in B 2 q . Moreover, by (3),
for any q, because
This shows that K q is bounded for q < −(N + 1), and that for all q,
The reproducing property of K q is that [f, K q (·, w)] q = Cf (w) with any s, t satisfying (1).
q for any w ∈ B, we also have
with any s, t satisfying (1). Although the results on reproducing property follow directly from considerations in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, they can be checked as well by using the integral forms of the inner product and the norm and [32, Proposition 1. 
Definition 3.4. Extended Bergman projections are the linear transformations
defined for suitable f and all s.
The following result is contained in [23 
Given an s satisfying (13) , if t satisfies (1), then
Together (13) and (1) imply s + t > −1 so that 1 + s + t does not hit a pole of . If q > −1, we can take t = 0, and Theorem 3.5 reduces to the classical result on Bergman spaces. When p = ∞ for fixed q, the inequalities (1) and (13) 
where s, t satisfy (13) and (1), or (14), and f ∈ B 
Compact operators and ultraweak convergence
This section has dual purpose. First we give a characterization of compact I t s acting on Besov spaces that leads to a little oh version of Theorem 1.3 for all p. Then we construct (ultra)weakly convergent families in Besov spaces that makes the proof of Theorem 1.3 possible. These are still normalized reproducing kernels, but the kernel and the normalization are of different spaces. Compactness of T is equivalent to that the image under T of a bounded sequence in X has a subsequence convergent in Y . We also know that if X and Y be Banach spaces and X is reflexive, a linear operator T : X → Y is compact if and only if f k → 0 weakly in X implies Tf k Y → 0.
The 
Considering the characterization of compactness on reflexive spaces, the following result is no surprise. It applies to weighted Bergman spaces by taking q > −1 and t = 0. But we can take other s, t as long as they satisfy (13) and (1) also with q > −1. Thus we obtain some new conditions for weak convergence on weighted Bergman spaces equivalent to the known ones. C for all k and R with 0 < R < 1. Then {D t s f k } is a normal family and has a subsequence {D t s f k j } that converges uniformly on compact subsets. Putting h k = I t s f k , this forces {h k j } also to converge uniformly on compact subsets, say, to h. But f k j then converges weakly to f ≡ 0 and h = I t s f . Hence h ≡ 0. If {h k } had another subsequence {h k l } that stayed bounded away from 0, then since f k l → 0 weakly, this subsequence would in turn yield a subsubsequence {h k lm } as above that would converge uniformly on compact subsets to 0, contradicting the defining property of {h k l }. Therefore the full sequence h k → 0 uniformly on compact subsets of B. 2 q . In Besov spaces B p q with −(N + 1) < q −1 when the associated reproducing kernel is binomial, the same idea gives ultraweakly 0-convergent families. We show the details, because derivatives have to be taken care of in the computations of norms. By (12) we have
If s, t satisfy (1), then by (7) and (10), Similar to Example 4.6,
If |z| R < 1, then |I t s f w (z)| C for any w ∈ B. Again similar to Example 4.6, 
is a normalized reproducing kernel indeed, but it is the kernel of B 2 s normalized so that its B 2 q norm is 1, and is considered an element of B 2 q . The second equality above follows from the proof of [32, Proposition 1.4.10] using t = −q + s. It is interesting that
It is possible to take s = q if and only if q > −1, the Bergman-space case. For q −1, (13) requires s > q. For such q, s = −q works for p 1 and s = 0 works for all p.
Specifically, the Bergman kernel K 0 (·, w) is a weakly 0-convergent family in H 2 or A as |w| → 1 when it is normalized by dividing it by its norm in H 2 or A.
It is easy to see that f w is the kernel in B 2 q for the evaluation of the derivative D Example 4.9. We lastly obtain weak- * 0-convergent families in the Bloch space B. Let s and t satisfy (14) , pick c k ∼ k t−1 as k → ∞, and define f w as in Example 4.7. Then we have f w B C(1 − |w| 2 ) −2t . Setting g w (z) = f w (z)/ f w B , we obtain that g w → 0 weak- * in B as |w| → 1 by Theorem 4.5 as in Example 4.7. By taking t close to 0, we find families {g w } in B that converge weak- * to 0 arbitrarily slowly.
Carleson measures and separated sequences
In this section we prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 and their little oh counterparts on vanishing Carleson measures, and relate their conditions to Berezin transforms and averaging functions. We also prove an associated result on Schatten ideal criteria for I t s . Our results naturally extend well-known results on q-Carleson measures for q > −1 on weighted Bergman spaces in two directions; q −1, and for q > −1, imbeddings that are not inclusion. They are readily applied to separated sequences. Proof. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1,
After all the preparation, the proof of our main theorem goes very smoothly.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (i) ⇒ (ii).
There is nothing to prove.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Suppose (ii) holds for some r. We start by applying Lemma 2.5(i) to an integral of I t s f .
If w ∈ b(a n , r), we apply Lemma 2.6 with g = D t s f and Q = q + pt bearing in mind Lemma 2.2 to obtain
Then by Corollary 2.3, because b(w, r) ⊂ b(a n , 2r). The right-hand side is now independent of w ∈ b(a n , r), and we can take the supremum of the left-hand side on all such w. By assumption (ii) and Lemma 2. and we obtain (iii).
(iii) ⇒ (iv). Suppose (iii) holds for some p. We obtain this implication by picking a special f , one for each w ∈ B, namely, f = g w of Example 4.7. Equations (16) and (17), and assumption (iii) imply that CMε.
which is (iv). (iv) ⇒ (i). This is covered by
lim |w|→1 1 − |w| 2 N +1+q+pt B (1 − |z| 2 ) pt |1 − z, w | (N +1+q+pt)2 dμ(z) = 0.
Proof. (ii) ⇒ (iii
On the other hand, So for fixed q, a vanishing Carleson measure is independent of p, r, the r-lattice, and s, t satisfying (1). And we call such a μ also a vanishing q-Carleson measure. So a vanishing qCarleson measure is a positive Borel measure on B for which the averaging function q μ r (w) has limit 0 as |w| → 1 for some r. No ν q or ν q 2 with q 2 < q is a vanishing q-Carleson measure, but any ν q 1 
or a measure μ on B to
a Berezin transform. 
(i) The measure μ is a q-Carleson (vanishing q-Carleson, respectively) measure; that is, the averaging function qμr is bounded on B (in C 0 , respectively). (ii)
The sequence { qμr (a n )} is bounded (has limit 0, respectively).
Theorem 1.5 at first sight does not seem to offer anything new other than rewriting the equivalence of (iv) and (i) of Theorem 1.3 using the new parameters α = N + 1 + q + pt and β = pt. However, Theorem 1.3(iv) has the restriction α > N, and lowering this to α > 0 needs some work.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. One direction is again covered by Lemma 5.1.
Conversely, suppose μ is a q-Carleson measure, that is, qμr is bounded for some r. We follow the proof of (ii) ⇒ (iii) of Theorem 1.3; only now it is simpler. We take p = N + 1 + α + β + q, Q = β + q, and recall that Lemma 2. We give an early application to separated sequences. Here the counting function n Z r (w) counts the number of points of a sequence Z = {z n } that happens to fall in the ball b(w, r), and δ a denotes the unit point mass at a. 
This theorem is contained in [21, Lemma 4.1] to a large extent. What is new here is that we remove restrictions such as q > −1 and weaken others such as β > N present in this reference. We also aim to show that the proof requires almost no extra effort once we have strong results for q-Carleson measures for all q. As usual, the equivalences are independent of the values of q, r, α, β under the conditions in the statement of the theorem, and also of the values of parameters like p, s, t under (1) that would come from the equivalences in Theorem 1.3.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (iii)
. Let first Z be one separated sequence with separation constant τ . Let f ∈ B p q . As in the proof of (ii) ⇒ (iii) of Theorem 1.3, applying Lemma 2.6 with the choice g = D t s f and
Summing on n yields
In general, if Z is a union of finitely many separated sequences, we add them on the left and reach the same conclusion.
(iii) ⇒ (iv). This is one direction of Theorem 1.5 applied to our measure μ. (10), the orthogonality assumption, and (11), we have
(iv) ⇒ (v). This is obvious. (v) ⇒ (ii). Take an arbitrary b(w, r). By assumption and Lemma 2.1, we have
where m k = B |z| 2k dμ β (z) is the (k, k) "moment" of μ β . Assume further, for some real η, that m k C k −(N +β+q+η) . Then by (3), (18) is
If one of the three pairs of inequalities 0 η < α, 0 < η = α, 0 η > α is satisfied, then U α,β,q μ is bounded by (10) . Note that (19) is binomial in the first case, logarithmic in the second, and bounded in the third. Therefore μ is a q-Carleson measure by Theorem 1. 
Proof. Let the singular number sequence of I t q+t be {s n }. By [29, Proposition 16.3] , this is equivalent to saying that {s 2 n } is the singular number sequence of the operator (I t q+t ) * I t q+t on B 2 q . But this composite operator is the generalized Toeplitz operator q+t T μ on B 2 q as shown in [3, Theorem 4.6]. Thus I t q+t belongs to S 2c if and only if q+t T μ belongs to S c . Then the equivalence of (i), (iii), and (iv) follows immediately from the corresponding equivalence involving positive Toeplitz operators proved independently in [3, Theorem 6.13] . It is now clear why we need I t q+t in S 2c rather than in S c .
(i) ⇒ (ii). Lemma 2.7 with w = a n , p = c, and q = −(N + 1), and once again Lemma 2.1 yield
by Lemma 2.5(iii).
(ii) ⇒ (i). Repeated use of Lemmas 2.1, 2.5, and that b(w, r) ⊂ b(a n , 2r) for w ∈ b(a n , r) yield
because qμr (a n ) and qμ2r (a n ) are equivalent by the proof of Theorem 1.3. 2
It is clear that the equivalences in Theorems 5.8 and 5.12 are independent of p, u, s, t, r, and {a n } under the stated conditions. These theorems for q = 0 and t = 0 are in [19 (ii) Given r > 0, there is a C such that if {a n } is an r-lattice in B, then μ b(a n , r)
(iii) There is a C such that for all s and t with −N + 2t > −1, we have
(iv) There is a C such that for all t with −N + 2t > −1, we have 
for H 2 in (iii) require a positive-order radial derivative, where ν now is the area measure. Thus the Carleson measures defined here are different from the usual Carleson measures for Hardy spaces.
Hence the limit of (iii) We finish this section by a proof of Theorem 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The basic ideas are in the standard proofs of theorems on Hardy-space Carleson measures. We outline the few differences for N 1 and more general α.
If μ is a Carleson measure, then the inclusion map imbeds H 2 into L 2 (μ). As in the proof of the implication (iii) ⇒ (iv) of Theorem 1.3, we use the function 
Forelli-Rudin operators
Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 5.9 suggest a consideration of the operators
Although U α,β,q and V μ α,β,γ for γ = q are almost the same operators, the emphasis on each is different. The former, U α,β,q , is more a transform of the variable measure μ, while the latter, V μ α,β,γ , for fixed μ is more an operator that acts on a suitable variable function f . 
Proof. The type of kernels studied in [11, Section 4] shows that replacing the integrand of V μ α,β,q by its modulus has no effect on our results. Then the claim on boundedness is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.5. 
and the right-hand side tends to 0 as |w| → 0 uniformly in k; that is, given ε > 0, there is an R < 1 such that for |w| > R and all k, we have |V
as |w| → 1 uniformly in k by the above discussion. So {Yf k } is uniformly bounded on each compact subset of B and a normal family. Thus there exists a subsequence {Yf k j } converging uniformly on compact subsets of B to g ∈ H (B).
uniformly on compact subsets of B, and h ∈ C. So given a compact E ⊂ B and ε > 0, there is a j 0 such that for j > j 0 and all w ∈ E, we have |V 
contradicting what was just assumed on the order of growth of g. Then h ∈ C 0 , and |h(w)| < ε for |w| > R, picking a larger R than the one above if necessary. Now let E = {w: |w| R} and j > j 0 . Therefore [26] , but the case p = ∞ is missing. We fill in this gap now. 
Proof. As noted in the proof of Theorem 7.1, replacing the integrand by its modulus makes no difference. 
which is bounded by [32, Proposition 1.4.10] .
Conversely suppose V ν α,β,γ is bounded. First take f ≡ 1. For the integral in V ν α,β,γ to converge, β > −1 is necessary. With the same f , using the same machinery as in the proof of the if part of Theorem 1.5, we have
for any w ∈ B and r by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. This forces γ 0. Next take f (z) = (1 − |z| 2 ) η with η > 0 so large that α + γ − η < 0. Then f L ∞ = 1, and 
Weighted Bloch, Lipschitz, and growth spaces
This section is for descriptions of weighted Bloch, Lipschitz, and growth spaces in terms of Carleson measures. As corollaries, we obtain that these spaces can be described using any radial derivative whose order is sufficiently high, and how differentiation transforms one of these spaces to another. We start with the usual Bloch space. (14) . Choose α > 0 and β with β + q > −1. Then
Then U α,β,q μ is bounded by [32, Proposition 1.4.10] , and consequently μ is a q-Carleson measure by Theorem 1.5.
Conversely, suppose μ is a q-Carleson measure for some u > 0. Then U α,β,q μ is bounded on B by Theorem 1.5. Taking w = 0 gives
.
The right-hand side is bounded by assumption. This shows h ∈ B.
The second statement is proved similarly using Corollary 5.9 instead. 2
The special case q > 0, p = 2, N = 1 of Theorem 8.1 is contained in [7, Theorem 2.2] with u = 1 and in [8, Theorem 5] with u a positive integer. The special case q > −1, p = 2, u = 1 of Theorem 8.1 with any N is essentially in [38, 39] . The p of all four sources corresponds to our (N + 1 + q)/N , and the Bloch space is obtained when it exceeds 1. See also [12] for a similar result.
Theorem 8.1 can be generalized to cover functions in weighted Bloch spaces with parameter α. These spaces of holomorphic functions f are usually defined on D for α > 0 by requiring (z) . In the ball, we replace f by its radial derivative, better yet, by D 1 s f . Then it is easy to see that the weighted Bloch space is the limiting case as p → ∞ of the space B 
is bounded on B for some s, u satisfying
The weighted little Bloch space B α 0 is the subspace of B α consisting of those f for which the quantity in (21) vanishes on ∂B for some s, u satisfying (22) .
With this labeling of parameters, the usual Bloch and little Bloch spaces are B 0 and B 0 0 . We show below the independence of Definition 8.2 of s, u satisfying (22) . Note the similarity of (22) to the first inequality in (14) . By [45, Theorems 7.17 and 7.18] , the spaces B α and B α 0 for α < 0 are the holomorphic Lipschitz spaces Λ −α and Λ −α,0 of the ball. By (22) , when α > 0, no derivative is required to define these spaces. Thus the spaces B α for α > 0 are the so-called growth spaces A −α ; see [19, Definition 4.13] . However, for the usual Bloch space and all Lipschitz spaces, as |α| increases, increasingly higher order derivatives are required.
The following characterization of these spaces extends Theorem 8.1 and is proved along the same lines. The α here must not be confused with the α of Theorem 1.5. In particular, when α > 0, the last two corollaries give inclusion relations between Besov spaces and growth spaces A −α , and between Besov spaces and Lipschitz spaces Λ −α when α < 0. In fact, precisely the case α < 0 of Corollary 8.7 is proved in [11, Theorem 5.14(i)] by other means.
Theorem 8.3. A function h ∈ H (B) lies in

Connections with gap series
In this section, gap series are the common thread. We first decide which Borel measures on the ball are finite in terms of the same imbedding we have used in characterizing Carleson measures. We go ahead with constructing Carleson measures from holomorphic functions under some conditions easily entailed by gap series in Besov spaces. We then see that Carleson measures made with holomorphic functions give rise to Besov functions. Note that the boundedness condition is automatic for N = 1 since then the sequence constantly is 1. It is also satisfied if each F k is a function of a single variable that may vary with k.
Proof. Let f have parameter ω of Definition 9.1. It is well known that for this kind of f the number of n k in J (k) is at most 1 + log ω 2 independently of k. Coupled with Lemma 9.4 and the way J (k) is defined, this yields
We are done by Lemma 9.5. 2
We have a partial converse. 
